Stationery
Box

1. Take one of the pre-cut box pieces and
mountain fold on all score lines. Then cut
off the square tabs in each bottom corner
as shown above. This will be the front of
the box.

2. Take the second pre cut box piece,
mountain fold on all score lines and stick
the tabs together to create the back of the
stationery box.

3. Apply super sticky tape to the bottom
tab of box front and attach this to the
bottom side of the box back. You now
have the shell of your stationery box.

4. Take the two pre-cut dividers. From one
divider, trim the right tab as shown on the
top divider in the image above. On the
second divider, trim off the whole tab as
shown on the bottom divider in the image
above.

5. Stick the two dividers together by
sticking the right tab of the first divider
underneath the left side of the second
divider as shown above.

6. Mountain fold the tabs and stick onto
the inside back of the stationery box. This
creates the pocket. NOTE: Please make sure
to only stick the tabs to the inisde back of
the box, and not the sides, these will need
to remain unstuck so the box can be closed.

7. Using the pre-cut border and white
pearl card strip, mat the card strip behind
the die cut as shown.

8. Mat the border onto the front of the
pocket with foam pads as shown.

9. Take one of the pre cut yellow
rectangles and mat this onto the inside
front of the stationery box as shown
above. Add a sparkler gem in the middle
of the border on the pocket as shown
above.

10. Take the second pre cut yellow
rectangle and mat onto the outside front
of the stationery box. Take the other pre
cut border and white pearl card strip, mat
the strip behind the border and mat onto
the front of the stationery box with foam
pads.

11. Using the pre-cut box lid and 2 white
pearl card strips, mat both strips behind
both decorative edges. Trim around the
edges if necessary. Mountain fold on all
the lines and stick the tabs together to
create the lid.

12. Finish with another sparkler gem in
the middle of the box lid as shown. Your
stationery box is now complete.

